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Abstract
This paper provides a statistical investigation of the impact of heart rate levels on training effect
for a specific exercise regimen, including an analysis of post-exercise heart rate recovery.
Results indicate optimum target values for both average and maximum heart rate during exercise
in order to improve both cardiorespiratory and cardiovascular fitness levels. The statistical
methods used in the analysis are typically covered in college level Statistics I & II courses, and
various classroom implementation strategies are presented.

1. Introduction and Story
Most teachers of statistics would agree that the use of real data in the classroom not only allows
for the various descriptive and inferential statistical techniques being taught to be illustrated, but
also serves to motivate students. On many occasions during my teaching career, I have
personally witnessed that students will naturally tend to be more engaged with statistical analysis
when the data that they are analyzing is drawn from real life experiences. Indeed, the American
Statistical Association’s (ASA’s) Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics
Education (GAISE) College Report (2010) recommends the use of real data in the statistics
classroom, while other authors (e.g. Hand, Daly, Lunn, McConway, and Ostrowski 1996)
conclude that the use of real data demonstrates to students that statistics is about solving real life
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problems. Additionally, beyond recommending the use of real data in the statistics classroom,
the ASA’s GAISE College Report also endorses a fostering of active learning in the statistics
classroom where the activity chosen begins and ends with an overview of what is being done and
why, along with the use of technology for developing conceptual understanding and analyzing
data.
The purpose of this article is to show how to utilize data in the statistics classroom that resulted
from a personal quest to achieve a healthier lifestyle by Kevin, one of this article’s authors. The
data that is analyzed in the subsequent sections of this paper is real life data, collected by Kevin
on a series of four-mile runs over a period of seven months.
After losing a couple friends to smoking-related cancer at relatively young ages, Kevin decided
to make some positive changes in his own life at the age of 47. Not only did he commit to give
up his casual cigarette smoking, but he also decided to begin a running program. Up to this point
in his life, Kevin had never really exercised regularly and he was approximately 55 pounds
overweight. He began his running program slowly, intermittently jogging slowly and walking
around his neighborhood. After a period of time, he was able to run for relatively short distances
and he eventually built up his stamina enough to run a four-mile loop near his home. In order to
track his progress, Kevin decided to purchase a Global Positioning System (GPS) watch that
would monitor his training data, including his heart rate, running pace, and calories burned,
among other variables. After collecting training data for nineteen different runs, Kevin wants to
analyze the data in order to see how he is progressing in his exercise program. Specifically,
Kevin is interested in answering the following questions related to his health based on his
running program:
1. How effective are his individual runs at improving his overall cardiorespiratory fitness?
2. To what extent is his current training regimen improving his cardiovascular fitness?
3. How can he modify his individual runs in order to optimize overall health benefits?
The remaining sections of this paper will address these questions while illustrating how the
statistical analysis of this real life data incorporates the various recommendations of the GAISE
report and others with regard to the use of technology to analyze real data in an active learning
environment. Classroom implementation strategies will also be included.

2. Data Source & Description of Data
The data that is being analyzed here was collected with a Garmin Forerunner® 610 GPS watch,
as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a typical display of the type of training data that is
collected by this watch on any one run.
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Figure 1. Garmin Forerunner® 610 GPS Watch

Figure 2. Typical Training Data Collected by Garmin Forerunner® 610 GPS Watch

For purposes of this analysis, we have summarized in Table 1 some of the data from Figure 2
that will be analyzed or discussed in this paper. This data and associated codebook is also
available at www.amstat.org/publications/jse/v22n2/Laumakis/Four-Mile_Run_Dataset.csv and
www.amstat.org/publications/jse/v22n2/Laumakis/Four-Mile_Run_Dataset_Description.txt. The
data associated with heart rate (HR) during the rest period shown in Table 1 was collected with
the watch during a cool down period that began immediately after each run ended. The HR
change data shown in Table 1 were computed by simply finding the difference in the HR at the
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beginning of the rest period to the one- and two- minute marks of the cool down period,
respectively.

Run

Time (min:sec)

Pace (min:sec)

Calories Burned

Training Effect

Max HR (BPM)

Avg HR (BPM)

Avg Speed (mph)

Max Speed (mph)

HR Rest (BPM)

HR Rest1 (BPM)

HR Rest2 (BPM)

HR Change 1 (BPM)

HR Change 2 (BPM)

Table 1. Data Collected or Computed Associated with Kevin’s Runs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

36:09
33:06
32:59
32:17
34:53
32:04
32:29
31:19
35:06
33:39
32:37
32:06
35:34
36:14
34:48
31:43
35:46
34:19
34:17

9:00
8:16
8:15
8:04
8:43
8:01
8:07
7:50
8:46
8:25
8:09
8:02
8:53
9:04
8:42
7:56
8:57
8:35
8:34

319
384
398
359
366
388
411
423
373
418
446
400
347
334
378
368
320
326
302

3.0
3.4
3.5
3.7
3.6
3.6
3.8
3.9
4.1
3.5
3.8
3.9
3.3
3.5
1.1
3.5
3.2
3.5
3.8

150
157
156
159
168
159
163
164
160
150
159
162
172
161
143
147
158
160
173

123
127
132
130
135
138
142
144
140
136
140
144
148
140
103
131
136
136
153

6.7
7.3
7.3
7.5
6.9
7.5
7.5
7.7
6.9
7.1
7.4
7.5
6.8
7.0
6.9
7.6
6.7
7.0
7.0

7.8
9.3
9.1
8.9
8.3
9.7
9.2
9.5
8.6
8.6
8.8
9.1
7.9
8.3
8.8
9.5
8.2
7.9
8.1

126
150
146
152
140
121
135
140
137
122
133
139
145
145
123
117
145
144
143

85
102
99
106
77
80
85
90
102
84
94
90
112
89
102
89
101
97
86

78
94
93
94
88
72
90
89
100
84
95
89
108
93
94
80
100
94
76

41
48
47
46
63
41
50
50
35
38
39
49
33
56
21
28
44
47
57

48
56
53
58
52
49
45
51
37
38
38
50
37
52
29
37
45
50
67

3. Statistical Analysis
3.1 Training Effect (TE) Analysis
In order to assess how Kevin’s current running program is improving his overall
cardiorespiratory fitness, a detailed explanation of the TE variable is warranted. According to
white papers entitled “EPOC Based Training Effect Assessment” and “Indirect EPOC Prediction
Method Based on Heart Rate Measurement” (See http://www.firstbeat.fi/physiology/whitepapers) published by Firstbeat Technologies Ltd., the company responsible for the software in
4
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the GPS watch, TE refers to training-induced development of fitness and performance. TE is
measured on a scale from 1.0 to 5.0, with TE categories including Minor TE (1.0-1.9),
Maintaining TE (2.0-2.9), Improving TE (3.0-3.9), Highly Improving TE (4.0-4.9), and
Overreaching (5.0). In order to compute the TE for any single exercise routine, the peak EPOC
(excess post-exercise oxygen consumption) achieved during exercise must be estimated.
Typically, EPOC is a physiological measure of the amount of oxygen that is consumed in excess
after exercise is complete. However, the GPS watch used here provides an estimate of the peak
EPOC achieved during exercise, and this estimate is based on heart rate measurements recorded
by the watch. By using the GPS watch, heart rate-based estimates for EPOC are evaluated at any
given time during an exercise routine and higher EPOC estimates produce higher TE values. TE
assessment provides key information on various exercise routines for a wide range of individuals
from beginners to highly conditioned athletes.
The purpose of the analysis that follows in this subsection of the paper is to develop the best
statistical model to predict TE based on the available heart rate data.
Alternative Applications: Although we focus on how TE depends on heart rate, others
may choose to develop regression models that investigate other relationships based
on other data in Table 1. For example, one may choose to investigate what relationship,
if any, exists between the number of calories burned and the speed data provided.
Using this best predictive model, an assessment of the effectiveness of Kevin’s exercise program
with respect to improved cardiorespiratory fitness can be done. Techniques used throughout this
section of the paper are typically taught in both Statistics I & II courses at the college level and
the software program used for the analysis here is JMP Pro 10. Appendix A illustrates the
statistical analyses using R and Appendix B shows how SAS can be used to complete the
analysis.
Helpful Hint: Before directing students to investigate the relationship between heart rate
and TE, allow them to think about what variables provided in Table 1 may qualify as
predictors for TE, along with their compelling reasons. This exercise provides students
the important opportunity to consider possible relationships that make sense in the
context of the story and data.
Before we begin any analysis, an explanation of the low TE value for Run 15 is warranted.
There are two compelling reasons as to why this particular TE value is low when compared to
the TE values for the other runs. First, this particular run occurred around midnight, early in the
month of July, whereas all the other runs were done during the day. During the month of July,
the average daily high temperature was 89 degrees F and the average daily low temperature was
69 degrees F. So, the midnight run on that day was done at a temperature that was
approximately 15 to 20 degrees F lower than the other runs that month. In their book, authors
Benson and Connolly (2011, p. 31) address the impact of temperature on heart rate during
exercise through the following excerpt, “An extremely important factor affecting exercise heart
rate is temperature. Warmer temperatures cause the heart to beat faster and place considerable
strain on the body. Simply put, when it is hot, the body must move more blood to the skin to
cool it while also maintaining blood flow to the muscles. The only way to do both of these
5
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things is to increase overall blood flow, which means that the heart must beat faster. Depending
on how fit you are and how hot it is, this might mean a heart rate that is 20 to 40 bpm higher than
normal.” Indeed, comparing the Avg HR for Run 15 with the Avg HR values for the other runs,
this appears to be the case. Since the GPS watch uses heart-rate based estimates for TE, we
should expect to see a much lower TE for this run given the much lower Avg HR value.
The second reason why the TE is low on Run 15 is due to the extended rest between that run and
the previous run. Whereas the other runs in the data set were done on two to three day’s rest,
Run 15 was done on seven day’s rest. In their book, Benson and Connelly note that a longer
recovery period between exercise routines results in a lower exercise heart rate of up to 5 to 10
BPM. So, like the lower Avg HR due to the lower temperature for Run 15, the longer break
before that run contributed to a lower Avg HR and, in turn, to a lower TE value. As a result,
although the low TE value for Run 15 may seem to be an outlier, on the contrary, it is to be
expected given lower temperature conditions and extended rest.
As a first model, we consider whether the maximum heart rate (Max HR) alone is a good
predictor of TE. Figure 3 shows the relevant output from JMP. The linear fit appears weak from
the scatterplot and this weakness is supported by the relatively low R-Square value of 0.3373.
Further, both the residual plot and the normal quantile plot for the residuals indicate a nonlinear
relationship between Max HR and TE.
Examining the relationship between average heart rate (Avg HR) and TE produces the JMP
output detailed in Figure 4. The scatterplot with the line of best fit appears to indicate a linear
relationship between Avg HR and TE, and this relationship is a moderately strong relationship
evidenced by the corresponding R-Square value of 0.6764. Also, at the 0.05 level of
significance, the slope parameter is significantly different from zero.
Potential Pitfall: Upon initial inspection of the JMP output discussed above, students
may erroneously conclude that a linear relationship exists between Avg HR and TE.
However, the residual plot tells a different story here and demonstrates the importance
of examining the residuals in regression analysis.
However, examination of the residual plot and the normal quantile plot for the residuals leads to
some suspicion over whether the relationship is indeed linear.
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Figure 3. JMP Output for TE vs. Max HR

Figure 4. JMP Output for TE vs. Avg HR
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Since the relationship between Avg HR and TE appears nonlinear, we investigate a polynomial
model. Figure 5 displays the pertinent output from JMP. The second-order polynomial appears
to fit the data nicely and this fit is supported by the R-Square value of 0.8893. Further, the
model parameters are highly significant given the reported p-values, and the lack of pattern in the
residual plot implies that this model can be used to predict TE from Avg HR.
Figure 5. JMP output for Polynomial Model of TE vs. Avg HR

The parameters for this polynomial model are obtained from Figure 5, and the resulting
estimating equation for TE is shown below:
TE

27.9052

0.4378 ∗ Avg HR

0.0015 ∗ Avg HR

This estimating equation for TE can now be used to determine the value of the Avg HR that will
maximize TE.
Helpful Hint: For students who have had calculus, this is a typical optimization problem
for which they may use the derivative of this equation to maximize TE. For students
without a calculus background, graphing calculators provide a way to estimate the
optimum value for Avg HR in order to maximize TE by use of numerical approximation.
By taking the derivative of TE with respect to Avg HR and setting the result equal to zero, we
compute an Avg HR value of approximately 146 BPM in order to maximize TE. This result can
be confirmed with a graphing calculator. The estimated maximum value for TE based on an Avg
HR of 146 is computed directly to be 4.04.
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The polynomial model is useful for determining the average heart rate that Kevin should try to
achieve in order to maximize his training effectiveness. However, since it does not include any
dependence on his maximum heart, we now explore some multiple regression models that
investigate the dependence of TE on both Avg HR and Max HR. Figure 6 shows the multiple
regression output from JMP using both Max HR and Avg HR as predictors of TE. Although
70.19% of the variability in TE is explained by this model as evidenced by the R-Square value,
both the intercept and the Max HR parameters are highly insignificant.
Helpful Hint: Before directing students to investigate a multiple regression model that
incorporates an interaction term, ask them to consider whether or not it would seem
reasonable to conclude that Avg HR and Max HR do interact, along with their
compelling arguments.
In order to investigate any possible interaction between Max HR and Avg HR, Figure 7 shows
the output from JMP for a multiple regression model that includes the interaction term Max
HR*Avg HR. Not only are all terms in the model highly significant as evidenced by their
associated t Ratios and p-values, but also approximately 90% of the variability in TE is explained
by this model.
Figure 6. JMP Output TE vs. Max HR & Avg HR Figure 7. JMP Output for Interaction
Model
Model

In order to verify the assumptions required for this model to be valid, Figure 8 and Figure 9 are
generated using JMP. Figure 8 shows that the distribution of the residuals for this model is
approximately normal, as evidenced by the unimodal histogram centered approximately at zero
with fairly symmetric tails. Figure 9 is the associated residual plot for this interaction model that
shows uniform variance about the zero residual line and no apparent pattern in the plot. As such,
this interaction model is valid and can be used to effectively predict TE from both Avg HR and
Max HR.
9
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Figure 8. JMP Residuals Distribution
for Interaction Model

Figure 9. JMP Residual Plot for
Interaction Model

Using this interaction model, we can now investigate various combinations of Avg HR and Max
HR in an attempt to be able to tell Kevin how to maximize his TE on any given run. The
parameters for the interaction model are obtained from Figure 7, and the resulting estimating
equation for TE is shown below:
TE

57.0810

0.3527 ∗ Max HR

0.4495 ∗ Avg HR

0.0026 ∗ Max HR ∗ Avg HR

This estimating equation can be used to compute various estimates for TE based on different
combinations of Avg HR and Max HR. If we set the Avg HR in equation above to the average
value of 136 BPM over the nineteen 4-mile runs, we obtain the following:
TE

4.0510

0.0009 ∗ Max HR

In order to maximize the predicted TE using this new equation, Kevin should try to run so that
his HR is a constant value of 136 BPM, which would result in an estimated TE of 3.93.
However, given that it is not too realistic for him to be able to maintain a constant HR during the
entire run, Table 2 shows estimates for TE based on various combinations of Avg HR and Max
HR.
10
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Table 2. Estimated TE Values Based on Various Combinations of Avg HR and Max HR
Avg HR Max HR
136
159
136
173
140
160
144
164
144
160
153
173

TE
3.91
3.90
4.04
4.09
4.18
3.89

As shown in Table 2, the estimated TE values range from 3.89 to 4.18 for the various
combinations of Avg HR and Max HR. Based on the results displayed in Table 2, Kevin should
try to run so that his Avg HR is close to 144 BPM and his Max HR is close to 160 BPM in order
to maximize his TE. If he can get close to these target values, his estimated TE will exceed 4.0,
which will be in the “Highly Improving” range of training effectiveness and will serve to
improve his overall cardiorespiratory fitness.
Potential Pitfall: Students with a background in multivariable calculus may attempt to
take partial derivatives of
with respect to Max HR and Avg HR and set these forms
equal to zero to determine their optimum values. This process will yield an optimum
value of Max HR equaling 172.9 and Avg HR equaling 135.7, yielding a TE value of
3.90. So, while these values are candidates for optimum values of the multivariable
function for
, they are not the optimum values, clearly supported by examination of
Table 2.

3.2 Post-Exercise Heart Rate (PEHR) Analysis
PEHR recovery can be used as a powerful measure of cardiovascular fitness, and it is
complementary to other traditional cardiovascular assessments including body fat, resting heart
rate and blood pressure, and LDL, HDL, and total cholesterol (see Dimkpa 2009 and Shetler,
Marcus, Froelicher, Vora, Kalisetti, Prakash, et al. 2001). Cardiovascular fitness refers to the
combined efficiency of the heart, lungs, and vascular system in oxygen delivery to working
muscles during prolonged exercise. PEHR recovery is a measure of the rate at which the heart
rate decreases from the end of exercise to resting levels, and is an independent predictor of
cardiovascular mortality in healthy adults (see Cole, Blackstone, Pashkow, Snader, and Lauer
1999). PEHR recovery to resting levels can take anywhere from one hour after moderate
exercise up to four hours after long duration exercise routines, with the recovery in each case
depending on the level of physical fitness of the exerciser. In assessing PEHR recovery, most
investigators simply measure the change in heart rate from the end of exercise to either one or
two minutes later. It has been shown that a decrease of 15-25 beats per minute (BPM) at the first
minute of recovery is typical for a healthy person, whereas a first minute reduction of PEHR less
than 12 BPM if recovery is active represents an unfavorable prognosis for cardiovascular
mortality.
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The purpose of the analysis that follows in this subsection of the paper is to assess Kevin’s level
of cardiovascular health as it relates to PEHR recovery. Table 1 shows his HR Change1 for each
of his nineteen runs. This change data was computed by finding the difference between his heart
rate at the beginning of his rest period (immediately after exercise) and his heart rate one minute
later, for each of his nineteen runs. We want to determine if Kevin’s true mean difference in
heart rate immediately after exercise until one minute later indicates if he is heart-healthy.
Normally we would test the following set of hypotheses:
:
:

12
12

where is his true mean heart rate at the beginning of his rest period and
heart rate one minute later.

is his true mean

Potential Pitfall: Students may treat this particular hypothesis test as one that involves
independent samples, which is not the case. Since the data being analyzed is paired data
for the same person, a matched-sample hypothesis test is warranted.
However, since this test involves a matched-sample procedure, we may use JMP Pro 10 and
to be the true mean difference in Kevin’s heart rate immediately after exercise
simply define
until one minute later and test the following set of hypotheses:
:
:

12
12

Figure 10 displays the results of this hypothesis test with a test statistic of 13.6, and
corresponding p-value less than 0.0001, indicating that Kevin’s PEHR drop is significantly more
than the 12 BPM associated with an unfavorable prognosis for cardiovascular mortality. Figure
10 also displays the normal quantile plot for the difference data, along with a histogram for the
sample data. Based on these graphs, it appears that we may assume that the data come from an
underlying population that is normally distributed. Further evidence that the sample data is
drawn from an underlying normally distributed population is provided with the results of the
Shapiro-Wilk Goodness-of-Fit test, also shown in Figure 10.
We may also investigate whether Kevin’s PEHR drop during the first minute is significantly
more than the upper end of the range for a typical healthy individual by testing the following set
of hypotheses:
:
:

25
25

Figure 11 shows the results of this hypothesis test, producing a test statistic of 8.0482 and
corresponding p-value once again less than 0.0001. Therefore, based on the preceding analysis,
Kevin’s PEHR drop during the first minute of recovery is not only significantly higher than those
with an unfavorable prognosis for cardiovascular mortality, but is also significantly higher than
the upper value of the range for a typical healthy person. Further, if Kevin is, in fact, not heart12
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healthy, then the probability of realizing his sample mean PEHR drop or greater purely by
chance is given by the p-value and is less than 0.0001 for each significance test performed above.
So, although it is possible to realize his sample mean PEHR drop or greater if he is not hearthealthy, it is not at all likely given the very small p-value in each case.
Alternate Application: We have conducted hypotheses tests to assess Kevin’s level of
cardiovascular fitness as it relates to PEHR recovery. As an alternative inferential
assessment, one may choose to construct confidence intervals corresponding to varying
levels of confidence (90%, 95%, 99%) to determine his cardiovascular fitness.
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Figure 10. JMP Output for PEHR Recovery
Hypothesized at 12 BPM

Figure 11. JMP Output for PEHR Recovery
Hypothesized at 25 BPM

4. Classroom Implementation
The data shown in Table 1 can be used in college level Statistics I & II courses in a variety of
ways. One way would be to introduce both the story and the data very early in the course, along
with a detailed explanation of how the data were collected and what the various attributes
measured mean. Then as the semester progresses, students can perform appropriate statistical
14
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analysis of the data in the classroom as they learn the pertinent statistical techniques. Using the
story and the data in this manner serves to provide a course-long themed investigation to which
students typically respond very well.
Another way to use the story and the data would be as a course project that the students could
complete, either individually or in small groups. Such a project could be handled in two ways.
One way would be to assign the full project early in the course, allowing the students to complete
their analysis as they see fit, after relevant topics are covered in the classroom. Alternatively, the
project could be introduced near the end of the course to serve as a capstone experience, perhaps
even in lieu of a traditional final exam.
A third way to use the story and the data presented here would be as an end-of-course review.
Although not specifically addressed in this paper, most of the topics traditionally covered in a
Statistics I course could be reviewed with this data, including basic numerical and graphical
statistics for one and two variable data sets, along with confidence intervals and hypothesis
testing for unknown population means. Additionally, with some minor extension to the story,
confidence intervals and hypothesis testing for unknown population proportions could also be
included in the review. Similarly, the story and data given here lend themselves nicely to an
end-of-course review for a typical Statistics II course, including such topics as two-population
confidence interval and hypothesis testing, multiple regression techniques and inference related
to these models’ parameters, and even non-parametric methods.
Regardless of how the story and the data are used, most students are typically more motivated in
their learning when they are able to apply what they are learning in the classroom to real life
data. Moreover, if students become aware that they will be able to answer key questions related
to the story and make sound recommendations based on their analysis, they tend to be more
genuinely engaged in the learning process.

5. Summary & Conclusion
The main purpose of the analysis in this article is to answer the three questions posed in the first
section of the paper with regard to Kevin’s running program, given here again as follows:
1. How effective are his individual runs at improving his overall cardiorespiratory fitness?
2. To what extent is his current training regimen improving his cardiovascular fitness?
3. How can he modify his individual runs in order to optimize overall health benefits?
The analysis provided above will not only help Kevin to know how to modify his running
routines to improve both his cardiorespiratory and cardiovascular fitness, but will also serve to
motivate student learning in statistics.
Using statistical techniques typically taught in Statistics I & II courses at the college level, an
analysis was performed to assess the effectiveness of Kevin’s running program in improving the
overall health of his heart, lungs, and vascular system. The results of the analysis provide Kevin
an indication on how to adapt his runs so that he can consistently achieve a level of highly
improving training effectiveness. Additionally, the analysis shows that one key measure of
15
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Kevin’s heart health, namely his PEHR recovery, is indicative of a person with excellent
cardiovascular health.
Both the story and the data presented in this paper can be utilized in various ways in the college
statistics classroom. Whether they are used as a course-long themed investigation, an individual
or small-group project, or a course-end review in preparation for a final exam, the story and the
data provide a compelling real life application of statistical methods. Through this story and the
statistical analysis of its associated data sets, students will hopefully begin to recognize and
appreciate how a regular exercise program can have a positive and measureable effect on one’s
health.

Appendix A
run <- read.csv("dataset.csv")
names(run)[5] <- "TE"
names(run)[6] <- "MaxHR"
names(run)[7] <- "AvgHR"
names(run)[13] <- "diffHR"

# drop in HR after 1 min of rest

Model #1: TE ~ MaxHR
mdl1 <- lm(TE ~ MaxHR, data = run)
par(mfrow = c(1, 1))
plot(TE ~ MaxHR, data = run)
abline(mdl1)
summary(mdl1)
##
## Call:
## lm(formula = TE ~ MaxHR, data = run)
##
## Residuals:
##
Min
1Q Median
3Q
Max
## -1.602 -0.132 0.142 0.271 0.609
##
## Coefficients:
##
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) -4.0496
2.5554
-1.58
0.1315
## MaxHR
0.0472
0.0161
2.94
0.0091 **
## --## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.527 on 17 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.337, Adjusted R-squared: 0.298
## F-statistic: 8.65 on 1 and 17 DF, p-value: 0.00913
plot(residuals(mdl1))
abline(0, 0)
qqnorm(residuals(mdl1))
qqline(residuals(mdl1))

Model #2: TE ~ AvgHR
16
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mdl2 <- lm(TE ~ AvgHR, data = run)
plot(TE ~ AvgHR, data = run)
abline(mdl2)
summary(mdl2)
##
## Call:
## lm(formula = TE ~ AvgHR, data = run)
##
## Residuals:
##
Min
1Q Median
3Q
Max
## -0.7784 -0.0698 0.0402 0.1977 0.5168
##
## Coefficients:
##
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) -3.09901
1.10319
-2.81
0.012 *
## AvgHR
0.04832
0.00811
5.96 1.5e-05 ***
## --## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.368 on 17 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.676, Adjusted R-squared: 0.657
## F-statistic: 35.5 on 1 and 17 DF, p-value: 1.55e-05
plot(residuals(mdl2))
abline(0, 0)
qqnorm(residuals(mdl2))
qqline(residuals(mdl2))

Model #3: TE ~ MaxHR + AvgHR
mdl3 <- lm(TE ~ MaxHR + AvgHR, data = run)
summary(mdl3)
##
## Call:
## lm(formula = TE ~ MaxHR + AvgHR, data = run)
##
## Residuals:
##
Min
1Q Median
3Q
Max
## -0.7035 -0.1797 0.0429 0.1614 0.5926
##
## Coefficients:
##
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) -1.3203
1.8711
-0.71 0.49058
## MaxHR
-0.0226
0.0193
-1.17 0.25900
## AvgHR
0.0617
0.0139
4.42 0.00043 ***
## --## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.364 on 16 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared: 0.702, Adjusted R-squared: 0.665
## F-statistic: 18.8 on 2 and 16 DF, p-value: 6.23e-05

Model #4: TE ~ MaxHR*AvgHR
mdl4 <- lm(TE ~ MaxHR * AvgHR, data = run)
summary(mdl4)
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##
## Call:
## lm(formula = TE ~ MaxHR * AvgHR, data = run)
##
## Residuals:
##
Min
1Q Median
3Q
Max
## -0.4390 -0.1192 0.0271 0.1103 0.3401
##
## Coefficients:
##
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
## (Intercept) -5.71e+01
1.03e+01
-5.53 5.8e-05 ***
## MaxHR
3.53e-01
7.01e-02
5.03 0.00015 ***
## AvgHR
4.50e-01
7.19e-02
6.25 1.5e-05 ***
## MaxHR:AvgHR -2.61e-03
4.81e-04
-5.43 6.9e-05 ***
## --## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## Residual standard error: 0.218 on 15 degrees of freedom
## Multiple R-squared:
0.9,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.879
## F-statistic: 44.8 on 3 and 15 DF, p-value: 1.01e-07
hist(residuals(mdl4))
plot(fitted(mdl4), residuals(mdl4))

Informally estimating TE
mean(run$AvgHR)
## [1] 135.7

Test HR drop after 1 min
H-naught: diffHR = 12 H-alternative: diffHR > 12
mean(run$diffHR)
## [1] 43.84
xbar = mean(run$diffHR)
mu0 = 12
sigma = sd(run$diffHR)
n = nrow(run)
t = (xbar - mu0)/(sigma/sqrt(n))
t # test statistic is 13.60094
## [1] 13.6
qt(0.9999, n - 1)
## [1] 4.648

# critical t value at .0001 significant, 18 df is 4.648014

shapiro.test(run$diffHR)
##
## Shapiro-Wilk normality test
##
## data: run$diffHR
## W = 0.9815, p-value = 0.9585

Test HR drop after 1 min
18
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H-naught: diffHR = 25 H-alternative: diffHR > 25
mu0 = 25
t = (xbar - mu0)/(sigma/sqrt(n))
t # test statistic is 8.048162
## [1] 8.048

Appendix B
Original SAS input file - www.amstat.org/publications/jse/v22n2/Laumakis/SASinput.sas
SAS output file follows.
1. Model result:
(1) Training effect as the response variable, maximum of Heart rate as the independent variable:

Based on the results, this model is not good for this
problem. The residuals are not normal but independent
in this model.

(2) Training effect as the response variable, average of
Heart rate as the independent variable:
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Based on all the results, this model is not good for this
problem. The residuals are not normal but independent in
this model.

(3)
Training effect as the response variable, average of
Heart rate and maximum of Heart rate as the independent
variables without interaction:

Based on all the results, this model is good for this
problem. The R-square is high enough. The
variables “Intercept” and “Max_Hr” are not
significant in this model. But the residuals follow a
normal distribution and appear independent.
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(4) Training effect as the response variable, average of Heart rate and maximum of Heart rate as
the independent variables with interaction:

Based on the results, this model is really good for
this problem. The R-square is really high. All
variables are significant in this model, and the
residuals follow a normal distribution and appear
independent.
So, finally, we will choose the last model by
considering all the factors in the model.

2. Hypothesis testing result:
(1) Test if the difference in the mean of Heart rate at the beginning and the mean of Heart rate
after one minute is equal to 12 or greater than 12:
In this table, we can see the difference is greater than 12.

(2)
Test if the difference in the mean of Heart rate at the
beginning and the mean of Heart rate after one minute is equal
to 25 or greater than 25:
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In this table, we can see the difference is greater than 25.

(3) Test if the difference in the mean of Heart rate at the beginning and the mean of Heart rate
after one minute follows a normal distribution:
In this table, we can see the difference follows a
normal distribution.
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